SERIES: WELCOME TO WONDERLAND
Episode 1: Center of the World
What do we do with the big mysteries in life—the mysteries we can’t resolve no matter
how much we explore them? What do we do with our unanswered questions?

QUESTIONS:

NOTES:

01 What kind of framework for

making sense of the world did
you grow up with—religious,
academic, scientific, moralistic,
or something else? How has
your framework been shaped
over time?

02 Have you ever experienced

a situation in which reality
didn’t line up with the way you
thought the world worked?
Explain.

03 What is the “price of admission”
to faith for you? In other words,
what will it cost you?

04 Was there ever a time in your

life when your faith was fixed
on a pastor, church, experience,
circumstance, or the Bible? If so,
what happened?

BOTTOM LINE
Choosing to follow Jesus doesn’t mean we get all the answers.
It means we get a new point of reference.
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SERIES: WELCOME TO WONDERLAND
Episode 2: Show and Tell
We all have a framework that helps us make sense of life. But is there a framework
that makes sense of faith?

NOTES:

QUESTIONS:
01 In three words, how would

you describe God? Which past
experiences or circumstances
do you think informed your
perception?

02 In what ways do you tend to look
at life through the window of
your own personal experiences
or insecurities?

03 Is there a time in your life you
look back on with regret?
Explain.

04 Have you ever been surprised to

realize you hadn’t moved beyond
a difficult situation or struggle
from your past?

05 Andy mentioned that many times
our adult experiences don’t line
up with the version of faith we
believed as children. Is this true
for you? If so, are there specific
examples you can think of?

BOTTOM LINE
Our view of faith becomes distorted when it’s focused
on something or someone other than Jesus.
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SERIES: WELCOME TO WONDERLAND
Episode 3: Faith
We all wonder. But what do we do when wondering leads to wandering and we’ve wandered far
from the possibility of a personal faith? What if there’s a version of faith that actually makes sense?

NOTES:

QUESTIONS:
01 How would you define the
word “faith”?

02 Have you ever viewed or been

taught that faith is a way to get
God to do things for you?

03 Andy uses the example of Jesus’

encounter with a man covered in
leprosy to explain that “perfect
faith” was not the knowledge
that Jesus would heal him, but
faith that he could. How might
this example change your
thoughts about faith?

04 What is your biggest challenge
in embracing a life of faith?

05 What could be your first step

toward fastening or refastening
your faith to Jesus alone?

BOTTOM LINE
We will always wonder about life’s big questions, but Jesus was sent so we
wouldn’t have to wonder where we stand with God.
Learn something new? Have any epiphanies? Tweet your story and tag us @YourMove.
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